The security incidents ion networks are sudden and uncertain, it is very hard to precisely predict the network security situation by traditional methods. In order to improve the prediction accuracy of the network security situation, we build a network security situation prediction model based on Wavelet Neural Network (WNN) with optimized parameters by the Improved Niche Genetic Algorithm (INGA). The proposed model adopts WNN which has strong nonlinear ability and fault-tolerance performance. Also, the parameters for WNN are optimized through the adaptive genetic algorithm (GA) so that WNN searches more effectively. Considering the problem that the adaptive GA converges slowly and easily turns to the premature problem, we introduce a novel niche technology with a dynamic fuzzy clustering and elimination mechanism to solve the premature convergence of the GA. Our final simulation results show that the proposed INGA-WNN prediction model is more reliable and effective, and it achieves faster convergence-speed and higher prediction accuracy than the Genetic Algorithm-Wavelet Neural Network (GA-WNN), Genetic Algorithm-Back Propagation Neural Network (GA-BPNN) and WNN.
Introduction
With the social development and greater communication requirements among people, big data increasingly becomes a cornerstone technology for our lifestyle [1] [2] [3] . The network plays a more and more important role in our daily life, including computer networks, wireless communication networks, etc. [4] [5] [6] . Correspondingly, the network-attack becomes more frequent and harmful when people get online to transmit and receive private data. According to the existing literature, it is very hard to solve these security problems only by the single defense method. Under such a tough environment, The Network Security Situation Awareness (NSSA), a comprehensive technology which obtains and processes the security information, has received extensive attention [7] [8] [9] .
The research on NSSA mainly focuses on three stages. The 1st stage is the extraction of the network security situational factors [10, 11] , the 2nd stage is the assessment of network security information [12, 13] and the 3rd stage is the Network Security Situation Prediction (NSSP) [14] . The NSSP, as the final step of the whole situation awareness, analyzes and deals with the previous and current situation information, and then makes a prediction for the future. To solve a series of technical problems in the situation prediction, a lot of scholars began taking some in-depth exploration into prediction methods. The authors of [15] built a Hidden Markov Model to connect the past and future information in NSSA, then predicted the future security situation reliably. The authors of [16] analyzed the characteristics of the network situation, and proposed a prediction model based on a generalized regression neural network. The authors of [17] used the residual error correction function of the interval Verhulst model to explore the rule of network situation, and then introduced grey theory. The authors of [18] constructed an evaluation model of the hierarchical network structure and used a support vector machine (SVM) to predict the nonlinear characteristics for the network situational value. In addition, many various prediction methods were introduced in [19] [20] [21] . However, the scale of networks are getting larger and larger, these traditional prediction algorithms mentioned above have some problems, such as the low prediction accuracy and slow convergence speed. Also it is easy to fall into premature convergence. As a result, the prediction results cannot properly reflect the network security situation. The administrators cannot make reasonable decisions. In addition, because the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has some potential advantages, including high adaptability, selflearning ability and good nonlinear-approximation ability, it has been widely used in the field of NSSA [22, 23] . However, the traditional solutions to get the parameters for the ANN may produce some deviations. So the widely used artificial intelligence optimization algorithm was introduced, which optimizes the parameters of ANN and was generally applied to all kinds of models of ANN. Some scholars began to gradually research the combination of a intelligent optimization algorithm and ANN and obtained some better results. In order to predict the network security situation, a quantitative prediction method of the network security situation based on Wavelet Neural Network (WNN) was proposed, where the gradient descent method was adopted to train and optimize the parameters of WNN [24] .
However, the network security situation prediction is an emerging technique and has many research contents unsolved until now. In this paper, in order to provide more effective and accurate prediction, an improved niche genetic algorithm is introduced to optimize the WNN prediction model. Firstly, WNN with better non-linear capability and approximation speed is adopted for prediction rather than a BP or RBF neural network. Secondly it uses the adaptive genetic algorithm to optimize the parameters of WNN, which has strong global searching ability. Thirdly, to solve the problems such as slow convergence speed and premature convergence from traditional adaptive genetic algorithms, we introduce a dynamic fuzzy clustering niche technology [25, 26] , which assists the predict model. In addition, it knocks out the niche to maintain the population diversity, and increases convergence speed, and avoids premature convergence. Ultimately, the better prediction is achieved.
INGA-WNN prediction model

WNN modeling
WNN is generally divided into relax-type and close-type by the different wavelet-basis functions. And our prediction adopts the close-type with a three-layer feed-forward neural network. In our model, we assume that the network topology appear as is shown in Fig. 1 , and there are m nodes in the input layer, h nodes in the hidden layer and n nodes in the output layer. The input samples are denoted byX X m 1 , the output samples are denoted byỸ Y n 1 .
The stretching and translating parameters are denoted byã a h
respectively. The link-weights in the network between the input layer to hidden layer and the hidden layer to output layer are denoted byw w mh 11 , ′~′ w w hn 11 respectively. For the hidden layer, we select Morlet as the mother wavelet function, the equation is shown as follows:
According to Kolmogorov theory, the number of hidden layer nodes h is determined by the number of input layer nodes m. The calculation equation is
The sigmoid function is still used as the activation function shown as follows (1) and (3) denotes the data of the previous layer. By the wavelet basis function, the output results of WNN are
Usually, the gradient descent method is used to calculate the network connection weights, by which the parameters in WNN are more accurate than before. However, the extreme value point from this method is just the approximate value. Meanwhile, it is vulnerable to the local optimal network problem. So we prepare to use the Improved Niche Genetic Algorithm (INGA) for optimizing the local network parameters.
INGA algorithm
Based on the principle of natural selection also referred to as survival of the fittest, the Genetic algorithm (GA) originated in the 1960s, which is a global optimization algorithm. GA is a probability optimization algorithm, and has great advantages in terms of parallelism and expansibility. So the algorithm is a good option for dealing with nonlinear problems. We can quickly obtain the global optimal solution for large-scale networks.
GA is mainly used to simulate the survival process of chromosomes. The process includes five steps: encoding, the determination of the fitness function, the genetic selection, crossover and mutation. Encoding makes the problem in the form of code and presents it to the computer. This paper adopts the real-number encoding. After completing encoding, this algorithm realizes a series of operators such as selection, crossover and mutation. Through the comparison of fitness and Iterative optimization, we will find the code of the optimal solution.
Fitness function
The increasing fitness value determines the evolutionary direction of GA. The error E of WNN is defined as the individual fitness function:
where Y t denotes the real value of the t th output node and ′ Y t denotes the predicting output.
Genetic selection
The most common selection operation is the roulette selection. However, in order to avoid damaging the best individual in a small sample size, the prediction model adopts the expectation value method for selection. The expectation value is calculated by (7) . Thus, the probability problem is converted into the frequency problem. Meanwhile, the retention mechanism of the superior individual directly preserves the contemporary highest fitness value of the individual for the next generation. where f sum denotes the sum of individual fitness values in the population. f i denotes the ith individual fitness value. N denotes the total number of individuals in the population. Also, q i needs to be rounded.
Genetic adaptive crossover and mutation
The choice of parameters is very important in the simulation process of GA. For the fixed values, the classic GA always relies on the crossover and mutation probability. But it can't dynamically adjust the probability in an evolution-processing population, and the convergence speed is not stable. In addition, in order to deal with the crossover operator and mutation operator, this paper utilizes the adaptive method. The adaptive probability p c and p m are defined in Eqs. (8) and (9). where α α β β , , ,
2 denote a random value between [0, 1] respectively. In this paper, we assume that α = 0. An improved niche technology
The premature convergence indicates the decreasing diversity of the population. At the select stage of the genetic operation, there is a problem when a special individual's fitness value is much higher than the average fitness value. The number of individuals in the population will rise sharply, and even dominate the entire population. However, the crossover operation and mutation operation cannot jump out of the state effectively. In order to solve the premature convergence of the classic GA, this paper introduces a dynamic fuzzy clustering niche technology which is based on the punishment mechanism. The main idea of this technology is to adopt the dynamic fuzzy clustering method to compare each fitness value of individual in the niche. Finally, we get a penalty factor and a relatively small fitness value. Then we may eliminate some low fitness values of individuals. Hence, the niche is optimized.
Assume that there is a population of N individuals with Chromlen dimensions. The different magnitudes of the individual genes may generate some problems in real-number encoding. Therefore, all of the real-number genetic codes should be normalized through the following function. The fuzzy similar matrix satisfies reflexivity and symmetry. According to [27] , the fuzzy equivalence matrix solves the problem of the niche more efficiently. Therefore, through looking for the minimum transitive closure of the fuzzy similar matrix R, we obtain the corresponding fuzzy equivalence matrix T , which clusters the population.
If the similarity coefficient λ is less than the coefficient T pq for each pair of individuals, i.e., λ ≤ T pq , then the individual x p and x q are divided into the same niche, until all individuals are divided into the niches.
According to the fuzzy equivalence matrix and the number of the population, the similarity coefficient λ is updated dynamically as follows:
where T max j denotes the equivalent coefficient between the individual of the maximum fitness value x max and individual x j .
In classic niche technology, considering the unstable of iteration error of GA, the fitness values of some niches are much less than other individual niche fitness values. Although the crossover and mutation operation dissolvable for part of the problem, they can't significantly improve the overall situation of the niche. In addition, with population increasing, the area is different from the classic niche technology, so the search efficiency reduces when the GA searches for the optimal solution of the area. In this situation, we calculate the individual fitness value, and then compare them with the best of the same generation individual fitness value. If the difference between them is under a certain threshold value, then a qualified niche will be replaced. The improved niche genetic algorithm process is shown in Fig. 2 . where Q means the number of sub-population in the No. t generation, L mn denotes the quantity of the nth sub-population and N denotes the total number of individuals of the species. A higher d means the greater diversity.
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Aiming at a situation that the fitness value in an ecological niche is much smaller than others, i.e.,
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where f max is the highest fitness value in the same generation. The default threshold of the fitness value is f default . ( ) f i niche representing the ith individual fitness.
System simulation and analysis
Data preprocessing
In order to inspect the effectiveness of the prediction model, we adopt real safety data provided by the network simulation security platform in the laboratory, and effectively achieve the prediction of the network security situational values based on network security situation assessment [28] .
The experiment randomly selects a continuous 90-day data from the security platform, which are divided into two parts, including the former 76-days as training samples, and the remaining 14-days as test samples. Based on the analysis of the safety data, we find that a periodically serious attack occurs within 5 days. Therefore, we choose 5 days as the vector dimension input and 1 day as the vector dimension output. The selection of the security situation dimension is shown in Table 1 Referring to (2), the prediction model of the WNN network structure is confirmed as 5-11-1.
The training of the neural network will be affected if the differences of orders of magnitude of the network security situational values are very big. In order to avoid this phenomenon, the network security situational values for 90-day are normalized as follows:
where X min and X max are the minimum and maximum network security situational values of the samples. X andX are the previous and later normalized network security situational values respectively. The absolute error (AE), mean relative error (MRE), and root mean square error (RMSE) are chosen as the judgment criteria in the prediction precision, which are defined as follows.
where N is the sample number of the network security situational values. Y k denotes the real security situational value on the network and ′ Y k means the prediction value.
Results analysis and comparison
To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed model, the experiment compares the performance with WNN, GA-BP and GA-WNN. After completely training with these algorithms, the convergence speed, diversity and the prediction accuracy are chosen to judge the advantages in these algorithms and prove the effectiveness of the proposed model.
Convergence speed.
Referring to Figs. 3 and 4 , the abscissa represents the generation, and the ordinate represents the root mean square error. We see that the different algorithms have different convergence speeds. The convergence speed of INGA-WNN is fastest, it converges at the 68th generation. The second fastest algorithm is GA-WNN which ends at 118th generation. GA-BP and WNN stop running to reach convergence precision at the 139th and 359th generations respectively. So, we draw a conclusion that the model combining the improved niche technology and WNN reduces the convergence time effectively and improves the prediction efficiency. Table 1 Selection of security situation dimension.
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Diversity of population
The main purpose of introduction of the niche technology is to maintain the diversity of the GA. The diversity of population is an important index which can judge whether the GA is easy to fall into the premature convergence or not. Therefore, we try to increase the population diversity to improve the premature problem of the GA. Eq. (15) is about the quantitative analysis of the diversity of population. From the Table 2 , the diversity value of the INGA can be steady around 0.69 in the early time. Compared with the classic GA, the INGA has a big advantage in terms of keeping the diversity of population.
Prediction accuracy
Based on Figs. 5 and 6, we can find that four prediction models have achieved good prediction effect fairly. But INGA-WNN is closer to the real network situational values and has smaller value in prediction error than WNN, GA-BP and GA-WNN. Based on the analysis of the results, the main reason is that INGA-WNN adopts an improved niche genetic algorithm to optimize WNN so that it has higher fitting capacity in nonlinear ability. As a result, the problem of genetic diversity of population is solved and the premature convergence is avoided effectively. Consequently, INGA-WNN can converge a better solution.
In Table 3 , INGA-WNN has the lowest prediction error value of the four algorithms, which means that INGA-WNN has the strongest capacity of prediction. According to the accuracy results of INGA-WNN and WNN, we find that the improved niche genetic algorithm is better than the steepest descent method for optimizing WNN parameters. Meanwhile, comparing the results of GA-WNN with the GA-BP, we see that the WNN has a better fitting capacity than BPNN in a nonlinear system.
Conclusion
In this paper, we put forward a network security situation prediction model, which is based on WNN with the parameters optimized by the improved niche genetic algorithm. The prediction model combines the improved niche technology with the adaptive genetic algorithm. Hence, the novel niche technology has the improved optimization capacity of GA and the convergence speed. Furthermore, the improvement of diversity of population solves the problems of the premature and lower convergence effectively. The experiment proved the reliability and effectiveness of the INGA-WNN, which also more precisely predicts the network security situation.
